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Through Your Eyes
Worth Dying For

Through Your Eyes By Worth Dying For 
Tabbed by Dasell 

This Was EASY! IT took me twenty 
minutes and I m almost positive its right.
I ve played it to the cd and it works.
I really like this song and this band, so
I hope you like the tab and God bless!!!
Use barr and power chords for this song.

Intro:|E5, E5, G5, F#5, E5|
      |G5, F#5, E5,       |
      |G5, A5, G5, F#5, E5| (rep x4)

Verse:1
Bm              D        A    G               
Take The broken parts of me, repair my willing heart
Bm                D   A         G
I put my faith in the unseen, I feel you right beside me  

Pre-Chorus: (Do Intro chords)

Break me down, and take me over

Chorus:
B5                    D5                   A5
I hear you calling my name, I m broken and changed
            G5  
So I ll let out whats on the inside 
B5         D5              A5
I ll stand up, and be your light 
             G5
Just let me, see the world through your eyes

Intro x2

Verse:2
Bm        D                  A
A million times I ve made mistakes
              G
And a million more you ve covered me 
Bm           D                A5
I ll push my walls until they break
           G
I feel you right beside me 

Pre-Chorus: (Do Intro chords)



Break me down, and take me over

Chorus:
B5                    D5                   A5
I hear you calling my name, I m broken and changed
            G5  
So I ll let out whats on the inside 
B5         D5              A5
I ll stand up, and be your light 
             G5
Just let me, see the world through your eyes

B5

Bridge: 
                   B5, G5, F#5, E5,   
I m never going back,   
                  B5, G5, F#5, E5, 
to the way it was                  (Rep 4x)

Chorus

Fade out 
B5          D5
Just let me see the world through your eyes
A5            G5
  Just let me see the world through your eyes


